
Call for applications for eidA3-ceiA3 grants for the preparation of co-
supervised doctoral theses from foreing PHD students

Received all the sumbitted applications, and according to the text of this call, the
eidA3 publishes the list of accepted and excluded applicants which are the following:

Provisional listing of ACCEPTED applicants

- CHINNARASU, CHANDRASEKAR

- DIMITRIU, GEORGINA-DIANA

- LEDESMA ESCOBAR, CARLOS AUGUSTO

- RAMOS BARON, PABLO ANDRÉS

- RODRIGUEZ VIERA, LEANDRO

- MOHAMMADI, AHROUCH

Provisional listing of EXLCUDED applicants   (  can still send the required documents to  
be accepted  )  

APPLICANT                                                      REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION

- EL MOUTCHOU, NAJAT Do not attach documental proof of the merits indicated in 
your application.

- GOJKOVIC, ZIVAN     The signature of the director of the department at the 
institution or origin missing at page 4 of the application 
document.

- HERNANDEZ PIEDRAHITA, VALENTINA The signature of the director of the department at the 
institution or origin missing at page 4 of the application 
document.

- HRUNYK, NATALIYA Do not attach a correct and valid copy of its ID card or 
passport.

- HUSSAIM, LALL The application form is not signed by either the applicant 
or the directors of its university of origin.

- JEBELI, AHLEM The signature of the director of the department at the 
institution or origin missing at page 4 of the application 
document.

- KUCKO, AGATA The period of the suggested stay does not meet the 
requirements of this call. 

- VARARU, FLORIN Do not attach a correct and valid copy of its ID card or 
passport.



Provisional listing of EXLCUDED applicants

- LÓPEZ, IOSVANI The applicant is already a PhD student in a 
Spanish instituion.

Applicants who have been required some documentations must send it to 

escueladoctoral@ceia3.es before June 11th, 2013 2PM in order to be evaluated.

Córdoba, 3 de junio de 2013

Fdo: D. Jose Carlos Gómez Villamandos

Coordinator of eidA3

mailto:escueladoctoral@ceia3.es

